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Motivations
• Ultimate goal: new collective 

phenomena in strongly SOC correlated 
systems
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of degeneracies and the consequent generation of multiple narrow bands from relatively mixed

ones. The narrow bands generated by SOC are more susceptible to Mott localization by U , which

implies that the horizontal boundary in Figure 1 shifts downward with increasing �. If we include

correlations first, the U tends to localize electrons, diminishing their kinetic energy. Consequently

the on-site SOC �, which is insensitive to or even reduced by delocalization, is relatively enhanced.

Indeed, in the strong Mott regime U/t � 1, one should compare � with the spin exchange coupling

J / t2/U , rather than t. As a result, the vertical boundary shifts to the left for large U/t. We see

that there is an intermediate regime in which insulating states are obtained only from the combined

influence of SOC and correlations – these may be considered spin-orbit assisted Mott insulators.

Here we are using the term “Mott insulator” to denote any state which is insulating by virtue

of electron-electron interactions. In Sec. IV, we will remark briefly on a somewhat philosophical

debate as to what should “properly” be called a Mott insulator.

Terminology aside, an increasing number of experimental systems have appeared in recent

years in this interesting correlated SOC regime. Most prolific are a collection of iridates, weakly

conducting or insulating oxides containing iridium, primarily in the Ir4+ oxidation state. This in-

cludes a Ruddlesdon-Popper sequence of pseudo-cubic and planar perovskites Sr
n+1

Ir
n

O
3n+1

(n =

1, 2,1),8–15 hexagonal insulators (Na/Li)
2

IrO
3

,16–21 a large family of pyrochlores, R
2

Ir
2

O
7

,22–24 and

some spinel-related structures.25,26 Close to iridates in the periodic table are several osmium oxides

such as NaOsO
3

27 and Cd
2

Os
2

O
7

,28 which experimentally display MITs. Apart from these mate-

FIG. 1. Sketch of a generic phase diagram for electronic materials, in terms of the interaction strength
U/t and SOC �/t. The materials in this review reside on the right half of the figure.

W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those

Yanagashima+Maeno, JPSJ 2001
K. Matsuhira et al, JPSJ 2011

W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013

As is reported in ref. 15, we were unable to prepare
samples free from impurity phases by a solid-state reaction
in air because of the volatility of IrO2. Furthermore, their
reflection peaks in XRD patterns were much broader. This
result indicates that the samples prepared in air have poorer
crystallinity or deviate from their stoichiometry. Note that
before our study in ref. 15, all polycrystalline samples were
prepared by a solid-state reaction in air.20,22–26)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Resistivity
Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the

electrical resistivities !ðT Þ of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr, Nd,
Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho. When Ln is changed from Pr to
Dy, !ðT Þ at room temperature gradually increases; !ðT Þ for
Ln = Ho at room temperature is lower than that for Dy.27)

The gradient of !ðT Þ at room temperature gradually changes
from a positive value to a negative value. For Ln = Pr and
Nd, Ln2Ir2O7 is metallic. For Ln = Sm, Eu, and Gd,
Ln2Ir2O7 is semimetallic. For Ln = Tb, Dy, and Ho,
Ln2Ir2O7 is semiconducting. We found that, for Ln = Nd,

Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, Ln2Ir2O7 exhibits MITs at 33,
117, 120, 127, 132, 134, and 141K, respectively, while
Pr2Ir2O7 exhibits no MIT down to 0.3K; it should be noted
that TMI for Ln = Nd is revised to 33K.28,29) Now, although
the conductivity of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Tb, Dy, and Ho is
semiconducting with a small energy gap at room tempera-
ture, we have adopted MIT for convenience because a
common feature in their transition is observed. TMI increases
monotonically as the ionic radius of Ln decreases. The ionic
radius boundary for MITs in Ln2Ir2O7 lies between Ln = Pr
and Nd. For Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho, a clear upturn due to
MIT is shown in Fig. 1(b). Discontinuities and thermal
hysteresis were not observed at approximately TMI, indicat-
ing that these MITs are second-order transitions. It should be
noted that !ðT Þ below TMI continues to increase without
saturation on cooling. This implies that MITs in Ln2Ir2O7

are not of accidental origin but of essential one.
We then attempted the order estimation of the energy gap

in the insulating state from the data. For the data just below
TMI, we tried to estimate the energy gap by assuming the
equation !ðT Þ ¼ !0 expðEg=T Þ, where Eg is the energy gap.
The estimated Eg is about 300–600K; Eg for Ln = Nd, Sm,
Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho is estimated to be 405, 493, 429,
330, 517, 569, and 463K, respectively. We found that the
energy gap for Ln = Tb, Dy, and Ho increases by about
100–200K below TMI. These values may roughly correspond
to the energy gap, although no systematic change has been
confirmed. The band gap in the insulated state is small in
comparison with that in 3d electron system.30) Below TMI,
!ðT Þ cannot be described by the thermal activation
conduction form !ðT Þ ¼ !0 expðEg=T Þ. In addition, !ðT Þ
below TMI cannot be expressed in terms of the variable range
hopping except for Ln = Eu.31) Further investigation on the
unconventional temperature dependence of resistivity in the
insulating state is required to verify the origin.

3.2 Thermoelectric power
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the

thermoelectric powers SðT Þ of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr, Nd,
Sm, Eu, and Gd. When Ln is changed from Pr to Gd, the sign

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Electrical resistivities of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr,
Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho. (b) Enlarged view of electrical resistivities
of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Thermoelectric powers of Ln2Ir2O7 for Ln = Pr,
Nd, Sm, Eu, and Gd.

K. MATSUHIRA et al.J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 80 (2011) 094701 FULL PAPERS

094701-2 #2011 The Physical Society of Japan

K. Matsuhira et al, JPSJ 2011
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• Growing evidence in many materialsRAPID COMMUNICATIONS

H. SAGAYAMA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 87, 100403(R) (2013)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) All-in-all-out magnetic structure where
all four magnetic moments on the vertices of each tetrahedron point
inward or outward. Arrows indicate the Ir4+ magnetic moments.
(b) Coplanar magnetic order where four magnetic moments on a
tetrahedron lie in the (001) plane and are either antiparallel or
orthogonal.

surface with edges about 0.5 mm long [Fig. 2(b)] was attached
to a copper plate with varnish and mounted in a closed-
cycle 4He refrigerator. The [011] of the sample was oriented
perpendicular to the scattering plane [Fig. 2(a)]. A Mo (200)
crystal was used to analyze the polarization of the scattered x
ray. The linearly polarized σ ′ (perpendicular to the scattering
plane) and π ′ (parallel to the scattering plane) components
can be detected by rotating the Mo crystal about the scattered
beam. The 2θ value of the (200) reflection of Mo is 89.564◦ at
11.230 keV, which guarantees a polarization purity of 99.99%.
To investigate the change in crystal structure across the M-I
transition, x-ray oscillation photographs were taken with a
large cylindrical imaging plate installed at BL02B1, SPring-8,
Japan, at a photon energy of 35 keV, which is far from the
absorption edges of the constituent elements.25 A single crystal
sample with a dimension of 0.05 mm was cooled by using a
He-gas spray refrigerator. SHELXL (Ref. 26) was used to refine
the structural parameters. The magnetic susceptibility of three
single crystals (0.49 mg), including the one used for the RXD

[1 1 1]
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic view of the experimental
setup for the resonant magnetic x-ray diffraction measurements.
(b) Photograph of the Eu2Ir2O7 single crystal used for the RXD
experiment. (c) Ir-O network in the pyrochlore structure. Each Ir
is coordinated to six O atoms. The IrO6 octahedra are connected
by shared vertices to form a tetrahedral Ir network. Each IrO6 is
compressed along a trigonal axis.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a), (b) Profiles of the (10 0 0) reflec-
tions of Eu2Ir2O7 scanned along (h00) in reciprocal space with a
photon energy of 11.230 keV at several temperatures through the
(a) σ -σ ′ and (b) σ -π ′ channels. (c) Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of the (10 0 0) reflection detected though the
σ -σ ′ (solid circles) and σ -π ′ (open circles) channels. (d) Temperature
dependence of the electrical resistivity (solid line) and magnetic
susceptibility (circles). The magnetic susceptibilities were measured
for zero-field-cooling (ZFC; solid circles) and field-cooling (FC; open
circles) processes in a field of 1000 Oe.

measurement (0.3 mg), was measured with a superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometer under an applied
magnetic field of 1000 Oe.

Initially, several line scans were performed along (h00),
(hh0), and (hhh) in the reciprocal space to search for magnetic
reflections with the on-resonance condition. No reflections
at incommensurate positions were observed (not shown).
Forbidden reflections at (4n + 2 0 0) were then investigated.
In pyrochlore systems with an Fd3̄m space group, the (h00)
reflections are allowed only when h= 4n, where n is an integer.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the x-ray diffraction profiles for the
σ -σ ′ and σ -π ′ channels along (h00) around h = 10 at a photon
energy of 11.230 keV and at several temperatures. A clear peak
was observed at (10 0 0) in both the polarization channels.
The integrated intensity of the peak is plotted as a function
of temperature (Fig. 3). The reflection in the σ -π ′ channel
appeared only below TMI = 120 K. The intensity in the σ -π ′

channel (Iσ -π ′) below the TMI increased approximately linearly
to TMI − T , which is consistent with a second-order phase
transition. In contrast, the peak was also visible above TMI
in the σ -σ ′ channel. In the resonance condition, (4n + 2 0 0)
reflections can arise from the anisotropy of the anomalous
scattering factor of Ir4+ ions. The Ir4+ ions occupy trigonally
distorted octahedral sites with a local symmetry of 3̄m, which
causes the uniaxial anisotropy in the anomalous scattering
factor tensor with the spatial axis parallel to the trigonal axis.27

Because the special axes for the four Ir sites in the primitive
cell are not parallel to each other [Fig. 2(c)], the reflection
condition is relaxed near the Ir absorption edges.28 The [011]
axis was set perpendicular to the scattering plane; therefore
the structure factors of the (4n + 2 0 0) reflections in the σ -σ ′

100403-2

Eu2Ir2O7
H. Sagayama 

et al, 2013

Figure 2(b) shows the inelastic scattering intensity
distributions in ðQ;EÞ space measured below TMI. The
horizontally spreading excitation mode is observed at around
1.3meV; it corresponds to the splitting of the Nd3þ ground
doublet. The scattering intensity decreases with increasing
Q, confirming that the excitations are magnetic. However,
the mode appears slightly dispersive. To verify the
dispersion, we compared the constant–E scans measured at
1.2 and 1.4meV in Fig. 2(b); the comparison results are
shown in Fig. 2(c). The Q dependences at these energies
are clearly different, indicating that the excitations are not
completely flat but dispersive, with a bandwidth of $0:1
meV (1K).

4. Analyses

We analyzed the magnetic structure on the basis of the
q0 intensities given in Table I. Crystalline field analysis21)

revealed the magnitude of Nd3þ moments to be about
2.37!B, whereas that of Ir

4þ moments is expected to be 1!B

at most. Therefore, as the first approximation, we assumed
that the q0 intensities consist of only the Nd moments. In
fact, the statistical errors of our data would be too large to
resolve the Nd and Ir moments. Furthermore, later in this
section, the magnitude of moment estimated by the magnetic
structure analysis is confirmed to be in agreement with that
estimated by the crystalline field analysis.

The crystalline field analysis also strongly suggests that
the Nd moments are highly anisotropic along the h111i
directions (in/out-type Ising moments),21) as expected from
available data on other Nd pyrochlore oxides.26) In addition,
the measured magnetic susceptibility shows a small value of
only $10%3!B/formula under a magnetic field of 1 kOe, and
no hysteresis curve is observed at 5K.16,17,21,24) Therefore,
among the various magnetic structure models described by
the in/out-type moments, the 3-in 1-out and the 2-in 2-out
types are most probably ruled out, because these model types
are essentially ferromagnetic. A unique possible solution is
the all-in all-out type of model, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Thus,
we examined the consistency between the all-in all-out
model and the q0 intensities.

The remaining fitting parameter is the absolute value of
magnetic moments of Nd3þ (m). Therefore, we evaluated it
by the least-squares method, by employing the magnetic
form factor of Nd3þ calculated by Freeman and Desclaux.27)

Since the sample was cylindrical in shape, the reflection-
angle dependence of the absorption factor was ignored. The
evaluation results showed that the all-in all-out model had
the best-fit calculated intensities, with mð9KÞ ¼ 1:3'
0:2!B (Table I); these intensities are in agreement with the
experimental ones, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

Further, from Fig. 1(d), the ratio of magnetic scattering
intensity at 0.7 K to that at 9K is estimated to be about 3.2.
Since the magnetic intensity is proportional to the square of
m,28) the value of mð0:7KÞ is estimated to be 2:3' 0:4
½¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3:2

p
) mð9KÞ*!B. This value is in good agreement

with the value of 2.37!B estimated by the crystalline field
analysis.21)

To summarize x3 and x4, we found that the antiferro-
magnetic long-range structure with q0 grows with decreasing
temperature below TNd ¼ 15' 5K. The structure can be
approximately described by the all-in all-out type of model
for Nd moments with a magnitude of 2:3' 0:4!B at 0.7K.
No direct signals for Ir moments were obtained in the
present experiments.

5. Discussion

5.1 Magnetic structure below TMI

The ground doublet of Nd3þ splits when the temperature
decreases to below TMI, as shown by the dotted arrows in
Fig. 2(a); however, the Nd magnetic structure grows mainly
below TNd, as shown in Fig. 1(d) and by the solid arrows
in Fig. 2(a). This discrepancy in temperature suggests that
not Nd moments exhibit static magnetic order at TMI. In
isomorphic Nd2Mo2O7, the magnetic moments of d and
f electrons do not order simultaneously, as revealed by
neutron diffraction experiments; the Mo structure grows
below Curie temperature TC ¼ 93K and then the Nd
structure grows mainly below $20K with decreasing
temperature.26) In analogy with Nd2Mo2O7, Ir magnetic
ordering is expected to occur in Nd2Ir2O7 at TMI. The
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Magnetic structure modelling. (a) Comparison between experimental and best-fit calculated magnetic reflection intensities given in
Table I. (b) All-in all-out magnetic structure. The filled circles represent Nd3þ ions, and the arrows represent the Nd moments. (c) Trigonally distorted O2%

ligand around Ir4þ ion. All the Ir–O bonds are of the same length (2.01 !A). (d) Relation between magnetic moments (blue thin arrows) of Ir4þ ions (blue small
balls) and magnetic moments (red thick arrows) of Nd3þ ions (red large balls). Both the Ir and the Nd moments form the all-in all-out structures. Alternative
directions of Nd moments in the case of a ferromagnetic Nd–Ir interaction are depicted: when the moments are antiferromagnetic, the directions of all the red
arrows are reversed, and the all-in all-out type structure is retained.
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FIG. 3. (a) Representative short-time asymmetry data taken from
GPS for Y-227 with curves offset for clarity and solid lines
representing fits to Eq. (1). (b) FFT of the asymmetry data smoothed
to highlight evolution of the peak.

of the data [Fig. 1(c)] showed excellent agreement with
previously reported values; we did not observe any evidence
of long-range order or structural transitions down to T = 3 K.
However, neutron studies of small-moment iridates often
require single-crystal measurements to resolve correlated spin
scattering. Conservatively, this powder measurement places an
upper limit of the Ir4+ ordered moment to be below 0.5 µB
based on the collected statistics and the resolution of the
diffractometer.

µSR provides an excellent means of further probing the
local magnetic order due to the large gyromagnetic ratio of
the muon (γµ/2π = 135.5 MHz/T) which makes it possible to
detect static fields of a few Gauss or less while simultaneously
probing spin dynamics and correlations in the MHz regime.14

Sample asymmetry curves showing the early time behavior
from PSI are shown in Fig. 3(a) for Y-227 and Fig. 4(a) for
Yb-227. The most significant feature is the appearance of
spontaneous muon spin precessions below TLRO = 150 and
130 K for Y-227 and Yb-227, respectively. These data signify
the presence of a static local magnetic field ⟨Bloc⟩ at the muon
site. Furthermore, the oscillations are well defined indicating
commensurate order with a single magnetically unique muon-
stopping site. The resultant asymmetry curves were fit by
the simple depolarization function for a magnetically ordered

FIG. 4. (a) Representative short-time asymmetry data taken from
GPS for Yb-227 with curves offset for clarity, and solid line
representing fits to Eq. (1). (b) FFT of asymmetry data.

polycrystal, as used in Ref. 5 for Eu-227:

A(t) = A1 exp[−(#t)β] cos(ωt + φ) + A2 exp(−λt). (1)

The first component describes the oscillations from the
muon spin precessing about a spontaneous static local
field with frequency ωµ/2π = ⟨Bloc⟩γµ/2π and damping
described by a stretched exponential with characteristic rate
# and β < 1. The second component describes the relatively
slower longitudinal relaxation due to spin-lattice relaxation or
fluctuations of the local moments. Because this component
also reflects muons for which the initial muon polarization is
parallel to the internal field at the stopping site, we expect the
fraction of slow relaxing asymmetry to the total asymmetry
η = A2/(A1 + A2) = 1/3 at temperatures well below the
ordering temperature, and indeed we find that η = 0.30(2)
and 0.35(1) for Y-227 and Yb-227, respectively, when T =
1.8 K. The phase factor φ was found to be rather large for a
system described by a single oscillatory frequency; however,
suitable fits for both samples at all temperatures were obtained
by fixing φ to −20◦, the value obtained at 1.5 K.

For Y-227, the temperature dependence of ωµ as determined
from fitting to Eq. (1) is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.
The onset of muon spin precession occurs near TLRO and
the precession frequency increases monotonically, reaching

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the parameters extracted
from fitting Eq (1) for Y-227. Closed symbols represent data from
GPS, while open symbols are from EMU. TOP: ωµ/2π with η inset;
the solid line is a mean-field fit, as described in the text. MIDDLE:
#, solid lines are guides for the eyes. BOTTOM: λ from both GPS
and EMU.

014428-3
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FIG. 3. (a) Representative short-time asymmetry data taken from
GPS for Y-227 with curves offset for clarity and solid lines
representing fits to Eq. (1). (b) FFT of the asymmetry data smoothed
to highlight evolution of the peak.

of the data [Fig. 1(c)] showed excellent agreement with
previously reported values; we did not observe any evidence
of long-range order or structural transitions down to T = 3 K.
However, neutron studies of small-moment iridates often
require single-crystal measurements to resolve correlated spin
scattering. Conservatively, this powder measurement places an
upper limit of the Ir4+ ordered moment to be below 0.5 µB
based on the collected statistics and the resolution of the
diffractometer.

µSR provides an excellent means of further probing the
local magnetic order due to the large gyromagnetic ratio of
the muon (γµ/2π = 135.5 MHz/T) which makes it possible to
detect static fields of a few Gauss or less while simultaneously
probing spin dynamics and correlations in the MHz regime.14

Sample asymmetry curves showing the early time behavior
from PSI are shown in Fig. 3(a) for Y-227 and Fig. 4(a) for
Yb-227. The most significant feature is the appearance of
spontaneous muon spin precessions below TLRO = 150 and
130 K for Y-227 and Yb-227, respectively. These data signify
the presence of a static local magnetic field ⟨Bloc⟩ at the muon
site. Furthermore, the oscillations are well defined indicating
commensurate order with a single magnetically unique muon-
stopping site. The resultant asymmetry curves were fit by
the simple depolarization function for a magnetically ordered

FIG. 4. (a) Representative short-time asymmetry data taken from
GPS for Yb-227 with curves offset for clarity, and solid line
representing fits to Eq. (1). (b) FFT of asymmetry data.

polycrystal, as used in Ref. 5 for Eu-227:

A(t) = A1 exp[−(#t)β] cos(ωt + φ) + A2 exp(−λt). (1)

The first component describes the oscillations from the
muon spin precessing about a spontaneous static local
field with frequency ωµ/2π = ⟨Bloc⟩γµ/2π and damping
described by a stretched exponential with characteristic rate
# and β < 1. The second component describes the relatively
slower longitudinal relaxation due to spin-lattice relaxation or
fluctuations of the local moments. Because this component
also reflects muons for which the initial muon polarization is
parallel to the internal field at the stopping site, we expect the
fraction of slow relaxing asymmetry to the total asymmetry
η = A2/(A1 + A2) = 1/3 at temperatures well below the
ordering temperature, and indeed we find that η = 0.30(2)
and 0.35(1) for Y-227 and Yb-227, respectively, when T =
1.8 K. The phase factor φ was found to be rather large for a
system described by a single oscillatory frequency; however,
suitable fits for both samples at all temperatures were obtained
by fixing φ to −20◦, the value obtained at 1.5 K.

For Y-227, the temperature dependence of ωµ as determined
from fitting to Eq. (1) is shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.
The onset of muon spin precession occurs near TLRO and
the precession frequency increases monotonically, reaching

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the parameters extracted
from fitting Eq (1) for Y-227. Closed symbols represent data from
GPS, while open symbols are from EMU. TOP: ωµ/2π with η inset;
the solid line is a mean-field fit, as described in the text. MIDDLE:
#, solid lines are guides for the eyes. BOTTOM: λ from both GPS
and EMU.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) All-in-all-out magnetic structure where
all four magnetic moments on the vertices of each tetrahedron point
inward or outward. Arrows indicate the Ir4+ magnetic moments.
(b) Coplanar magnetic order where four magnetic moments on a
tetrahedron lie in the (001) plane and are either antiparallel or
orthogonal.

surface with edges about 0.5 mm long [Fig. 2(b)] was attached
to a copper plate with varnish and mounted in a closed-
cycle 4He refrigerator. The [011] of the sample was oriented
perpendicular to the scattering plane [Fig. 2(a)]. A Mo (200)
crystal was used to analyze the polarization of the scattered x
ray. The linearly polarized σ ′ (perpendicular to the scattering
plane) and π ′ (parallel to the scattering plane) components
can be detected by rotating the Mo crystal about the scattered
beam. The 2θ value of the (200) reflection of Mo is 89.564◦ at
11.230 keV, which guarantees a polarization purity of 99.99%.
To investigate the change in crystal structure across the M-I
transition, x-ray oscillation photographs were taken with a
large cylindrical imaging plate installed at BL02B1, SPring-8,
Japan, at a photon energy of 35 keV, which is far from the
absorption edges of the constituent elements.25 A single crystal
sample with a dimension of 0.05 mm was cooled by using a
He-gas spray refrigerator. SHELXL (Ref. 26) was used to refine
the structural parameters. The magnetic susceptibility of three
single crystals (0.49 mg), including the one used for the RXD

[1 1 1]

1 mm

(a)

Incident X-ray

-ray

Sample

Analyzer (Mo)
I

Detector

I

(c)
-3

Ir4+[111]
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ε
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic view of the experimental
setup for the resonant magnetic x-ray diffraction measurements.
(b) Photograph of the Eu2Ir2O7 single crystal used for the RXD
experiment. (c) Ir-O network in the pyrochlore structure. Each Ir
is coordinated to six O atoms. The IrO6 octahedra are connected
by shared vertices to form a tetrahedral Ir network. Each IrO6 is
compressed along a trigonal axis.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a), (b) Profiles of the (10 0 0) reflec-
tions of Eu2Ir2O7 scanned along (h00) in reciprocal space with a
photon energy of 11.230 keV at several temperatures through the
(a) σ -σ ′ and (b) σ -π ′ channels. (c) Temperature dependence of the
integrated intensities of the (10 0 0) reflection detected though the
σ -σ ′ (solid circles) and σ -π ′ (open circles) channels. (d) Temperature
dependence of the electrical resistivity (solid line) and magnetic
susceptibility (circles). The magnetic susceptibilities were measured
for zero-field-cooling (ZFC; solid circles) and field-cooling (FC; open
circles) processes in a field of 1000 Oe.

measurement (0.3 mg), was measured with a superconducting
quantum interference device magnetometer under an applied
magnetic field of 1000 Oe.

Initially, several line scans were performed along (h00),
(hh0), and (hhh) in the reciprocal space to search for magnetic
reflections with the on-resonance condition. No reflections
at incommensurate positions were observed (not shown).
Forbidden reflections at (4n + 2 0 0) were then investigated.
In pyrochlore systems with an Fd3̄m space group, the (h00)
reflections are allowed only when h= 4n, where n is an integer.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the x-ray diffraction profiles for the
σ -σ ′ and σ -π ′ channels along (h00) around h = 10 at a photon
energy of 11.230 keV and at several temperatures. A clear peak
was observed at (10 0 0) in both the polarization channels.
The integrated intensity of the peak is plotted as a function
of temperature (Fig. 3). The reflection in the σ -π ′ channel
appeared only below TMI = 120 K. The intensity in the σ -π ′

channel (Iσ -π ′) below the TMI increased approximately linearly
to TMI − T , which is consistent with a second-order phase
transition. In contrast, the peak was also visible above TMI
in the σ -σ ′ channel. In the resonance condition, (4n + 2 0 0)
reflections can arise from the anisotropy of the anomalous
scattering factor of Ir4+ ions. The Ir4+ ions occupy trigonally
distorted octahedral sites with a local symmetry of 3̄m, which
causes the uniaxial anisotropy in the anomalous scattering
factor tensor with the spatial axis parallel to the trigonal axis.27

Because the special axes for the four Ir sites in the primitive
cell are not parallel to each other [Fig. 2(c)], the reflection
condition is relaxed near the Ir absorption edges.28 The [011]
axis was set perpendicular to the scattering plane; therefore
the structure factors of the (4n + 2 0 0) reflections in the σ -σ ′

100403-2



Local moment picture
• Symmetry constrains form of 
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Local moment picture
• Ising model
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Pyrochlore iridates
• Series of compounds exhibiting metal-

insulator transitions and magnetism
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those

Yanagashima+Maeno, JPSJ 2001
K. Matsuhira et al, JPSJ 2011

W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013

• Metallic state 
• Topological phases?
• Weyl fermions?
• Quantum criticality?
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Topological phases?
• Simple model Hamiltonians can exhibit 

topological insulator, and perhaps more 
exotic interacting topological phases

PYROCHLORE ELECTRONS UNDER PRESSURE, HEAT, . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 87, 155101 (2013)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Finite U and T mean-
field phase diagram, including small NNN hop-
ping (toxy = 1). The out-of-plane fibers give
Tc for the continuous transition at which the
magnetic order melts. The two shaded regions
correspond to AF phases: either the AIO AF
or a type related by π/2 rotations AIO′. The
solid/dashed lines denote second- and first-order
quantum phase transitions, whereas, the dotted
lines in the AIO phase denotes a gap closing
signaling a Lifshitz transition out of the TWS or
metallic AF (mAF).

hoppings in the self-consistent treatment. Indeed, the previous
paper was mainly concerned with the self-consistent analysis
of the NN Hamiltonian: The NNN hoppings were added to the
final spectrum to establish that the line nodes at EF can give
rise to a Weyl phase when the ordering is of the AIO type.
The present paper confirms this. Moreover, a metallic phase
now appears for tσ < −1.085, which will be relevant when we
compare with experiments on the iridates. Another new feature
is the presence of magnetization “jumps” that appear within
the AIO phase, present for −0.78 < tσ < −0.68, denoted by
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Spectra for the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) for
(a) tσ = −1.2 and (b) tσ = −0.8. These are associated with the phase
diagram Fig. 2.

the orange (larger) markers in Fig. 2. The spontaneous on-site
magnetization m grows abruptly along that line, and the TWS
becomes a gapped AF insulator: Energetically, the system finds
it preferable to preempt the continuous annihilation of Weyl
points of opposite chirality via a discontinuous evolution of m;
this is illustrated in Fig. 4. The abrupt continuous increase in
magnetization seems tied to the peculiar spectrum of the TWS.

Turning to evolution of the phases at finite temperature,
we find that most thermal transitions are continuous; this is
denoted by the out-of-plane fibers ended by circular markers
in Fig. 2. We have also examined the model at larger NNN
hoppings t ′σ,π/tσ,π = 0.16 and found that small regions of first-
order transitions to the AIO phase appear at intermediate U .
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the transition temperatures naturally
increase with U since an increase in the latter leads to larger
gaps. Thus, the gapless TWS is fairly unstable to melting at
finite T with typical transition temperatures Tc ∼ 0.01 in units

SM TWS AFI

AIO

1.45 1.50 1.55 1.60
0.00
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U

m

FIG. 4. (Color online) Evolution of the magnetization m as a
function of the Hubbard repulsion U for tσ = −0.775. Note the abrupt
evolution of m when going from the TWS to the AF insulator (AFI).
The shaded regions have the AIO order.
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those
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W. Witczak-Krempa et al, ARCMP 2013
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Minimal model
• Quadratic band touching 

changing the relative magnitude of ta and te. In general, the
pyrochlore oxides have oxygen x parameters ranging from
0.309 to 0.355.40 Since xc=0.3125 for the perfect cubic crys-
tal field, we have to consider both trigonal compression !x
!xc" and elongation !x"xc" cases. According to the naive
crystal-field splitting picture, the on-site energies Ea and Ee
of a1g and eg! states are determined by the magnitude of oxy-
gen x parameters. However, in real materials, the relative
magnitude between Ea and Ee are strongly affected by hy-
bridization with high energy eg orbital states, which are al-
lowed under the trigonal crystal field.43 Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the magnitude of the oxygen x parameter, we have to
investigate both ta / te!1 and te / ta!1 cases on equal footing.

We first consider the case of ta / te!1. In Fig. 5, we plot
the evolution of the band structure as we increase ta / te. For
ta / te#1.7, an accidental band touching occurs at the L point
in the Brillouin zone. Since the two bands touching at the L
point have opposite inversion parities as shown in Table I,
the band crossing induces the exchange of the parities be-
tween the two bands touching at the L point. However, since
we have eight different momentum points within the first
Brillouin zone, which are symmetry equivalent to the L
point, the product of the inversion parities for all occupied
bands is invariant. According to Fu and Kane,9 the product of
the inversion parities of occupied bands determines the Z2
topological invariant #, characterizing the topological prop-
erties of insulators. Therefore, the accidental band touching
does not induce the change in the topological properties of
the insulating states.

Now we consider the opposite limit of te / ta!1. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the band structure as we increase
te / ta. Notice that the band gap at the $ point reduces pro-
gressively as te / ta increases. In particular, when te / ta
= !te / ta"c=2.3, a band inversion occurs at the $ point and the
system becomes metallic. The double degeneracy at the $
point is protected by the lattice point-group symmetry.
Therefore the metallic phase is stable as long as symmetry
breaking fields reducing the lattice symmetry are not intro-
duced. It is interesting that a similar metallic state is

predicted by a recent first-principles calculation on
Y2Ir2O7.44 Although we have used a simplified tight-binding
approach, the overall band structure and degeneracies at the
$ point for the metallic phase are consistent with the predic-
tion of the local-density approximation !LDA" calculation.

The effect of the trigonal crystal fields on the electronic
structure is summarized in the phase diagram shown in Fig.
7. The strong topological insulator !STI" is stable against the
trigonal crystal-field effect for te / ta smaller than the critical
value, !te / ta"c. On the other hand, if te / ta is larger than the
critical value, a metallic phase occurs. The metallic phase is
stable as long as the point-group symmetry of the lattice is
protected.

IV. LATTICE DISTORTION AND METAL-INSULATOR
TRANSITION

In this section we study the fate of the metallic phase
predicted above against external perturbations. Some pyro-
chlore iridates A2Ir2O7 with A=Nd, Sm, and Eu, show metal-
insulator transitions as the temperature decreases.35,36 How-
ever, the nature of the insulating ground state is under
controversy. According to a recent Raman-scattering mea-
surement on these iridium compounds,38 metal-insulator
transitions accompany structural distortions for Sm2Ir2O7
and Eu2Ir2O7. In addition, a recent theoretical study on a toy

TABLE I. Inversion parities of the jeff=1 /2 bands at time-
reversal invariant momenta for %SO=4.0, ta= te=0.5. Here E1&E2
&E3&E4. At the momentum Xi!i=1,2 ,3", the upper !lower" two
bands are degenerate with opposite inversion parities satisfying ''̄
=−1 !'!'̄!=−1".

E1 E2 E3 E4

$!0,0 ,0" + + + +
L0!( ,( ,(" − − + −
L1!−( ,( ,(" + + − +
L2!( ,−( ,(" + + − +
L3!( ,( ,−(" + + − +
X1!2( ,0 ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X2!0,2( ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X3!0,0 ,2(" ' '̄ '! '̄!

ΓΓ ΓΓXX XXΚΚLL!!ΓΓ ΓΓXX XXΚΚLL!!ΓΓ ΓΓXX XXΚΚLL!!

E(k)E(k)

(a)(a) (c)(c)(b)(b)t / t =1.0t / t =1.0ee aa t / t =2.2t / t =2.2ee aa t / t =2.5t / t =2.5ee aa

FIG. 6. !Color online" Dispersions of jeff=1 /2 bands under
trigonal crystal field with ta" te. Here we have fixed %SO=4.0, ta
=0.5 but vary te. As te / ta increases the energy gap between the two
bands in the middle reduces. When te / ta#2.3 band inversion oc-
curs at the $ point and the system becomes metallic.

t / tt / tee aa

MetalMetalSTISTISTISTI

(t /t )(t /t )ee aa cc
XX

FIG. 7. !Color online" Phase diagram as a function of the
strength of the local trigonal crystal field represented by te / ta. Note
that a metallic phase occurs when te / ta becomes larger than the
critical value of !te / ta"c!1. The red cross in the middle of two
strong topological insulators !STI" indicates the point where acci-
dental band touching occurs.

BOHM-JUNG YANG AND YONG BAEK KIM PHYSICAL REVIEW B 82, 085111 !2010"
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B.J. Yang + Y.B. Kim, 2010
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• Quadratic band touching 

changing the relative magnitude of ta and te. In general, the
pyrochlore oxides have oxygen x parameters ranging from
0.309 to 0.355.40 Since xc=0.3125 for the perfect cubic crys-
tal field, we have to consider both trigonal compression !x
!xc" and elongation !x"xc" cases. According to the naive
crystal-field splitting picture, the on-site energies Ea and Ee
of a1g and eg! states are determined by the magnitude of oxy-
gen x parameters. However, in real materials, the relative
magnitude between Ea and Ee are strongly affected by hy-
bridization with high energy eg orbital states, which are al-
lowed under the trigonal crystal field.43 Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the magnitude of the oxygen x parameter, we have to
investigate both ta / te!1 and te / ta!1 cases on equal footing.

We first consider the case of ta / te!1. In Fig. 5, we plot
the evolution of the band structure as we increase ta / te. For
ta / te#1.7, an accidental band touching occurs at the L point
in the Brillouin zone. Since the two bands touching at the L
point have opposite inversion parities as shown in Table I,
the band crossing induces the exchange of the parities be-
tween the two bands touching at the L point. However, since
we have eight different momentum points within the first
Brillouin zone, which are symmetry equivalent to the L
point, the product of the inversion parities for all occupied
bands is invariant. According to Fu and Kane,9 the product of
the inversion parities of occupied bands determines the Z2
topological invariant #, characterizing the topological prop-
erties of insulators. Therefore, the accidental band touching
does not induce the change in the topological properties of
the insulating states.

Now we consider the opposite limit of te / ta!1. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the band structure as we increase
te / ta. Notice that the band gap at the $ point reduces pro-
gressively as te / ta increases. In particular, when te / ta
= !te / ta"c=2.3, a band inversion occurs at the $ point and the
system becomes metallic. The double degeneracy at the $
point is protected by the lattice point-group symmetry.
Therefore the metallic phase is stable as long as symmetry
breaking fields reducing the lattice symmetry are not intro-
duced. It is interesting that a similar metallic state is

predicted by a recent first-principles calculation on
Y2Ir2O7.44 Although we have used a simplified tight-binding
approach, the overall band structure and degeneracies at the
$ point for the metallic phase are consistent with the predic-
tion of the local-density approximation !LDA" calculation.

The effect of the trigonal crystal fields on the electronic
structure is summarized in the phase diagram shown in Fig.
7. The strong topological insulator !STI" is stable against the
trigonal crystal-field effect for te / ta smaller than the critical
value, !te / ta"c. On the other hand, if te / ta is larger than the
critical value, a metallic phase occurs. The metallic phase is
stable as long as the point-group symmetry of the lattice is
protected.

IV. LATTICE DISTORTION AND METAL-INSULATOR
TRANSITION

In this section we study the fate of the metallic phase
predicted above against external perturbations. Some pyro-
chlore iridates A2Ir2O7 with A=Nd, Sm, and Eu, show metal-
insulator transitions as the temperature decreases.35,36 How-
ever, the nature of the insulating ground state is under
controversy. According to a recent Raman-scattering mea-
surement on these iridium compounds,38 metal-insulator
transitions accompany structural distortions for Sm2Ir2O7
and Eu2Ir2O7. In addition, a recent theoretical study on a toy

TABLE I. Inversion parities of the jeff=1 /2 bands at time-
reversal invariant momenta for %SO=4.0, ta= te=0.5. Here E1&E2
&E3&E4. At the momentum Xi!i=1,2 ,3", the upper !lower" two
bands are degenerate with opposite inversion parities satisfying ''̄
=−1 !'!'̄!=−1".

E1 E2 E3 E4

$!0,0 ,0" + + + +
L0!( ,( ,(" − − + −
L1!−( ,( ,(" + + − +
L2!( ,−( ,(" + + − +
L3!( ,( ,−(" + + − +
X1!2( ,0 ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X2!0,2( ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X3!0,0 ,2(" ' '̄ '! '̄!
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FIG. 6. !Color online" Dispersions of jeff=1 /2 bands under
trigonal crystal field with ta" te. Here we have fixed %SO=4.0, ta
=0.5 but vary te. As te / ta increases the energy gap between the two
bands in the middle reduces. When te / ta#2.3 band inversion oc-
curs at the $ point and the system becomes metallic.
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FIG. 7. !Color online" Phase diagram as a function of the
strength of the local trigonal crystal field represented by te / ta. Note
that a metallic phase occurs when te / ta becomes larger than the
critical value of !te / ta"c!1. The red cross in the middle of two
strong topological insulators !STI" indicates the point where acci-
dental band touching occurs.
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• Quadratic band touching 

changing the relative magnitude of ta and te. In general, the
pyrochlore oxides have oxygen x parameters ranging from
0.309 to 0.355.40 Since xc=0.3125 for the perfect cubic crys-
tal field, we have to consider both trigonal compression !x
!xc" and elongation !x"xc" cases. According to the naive
crystal-field splitting picture, the on-site energies Ea and Ee
of a1g and eg! states are determined by the magnitude of oxy-
gen x parameters. However, in real materials, the relative
magnitude between Ea and Ee are strongly affected by hy-
bridization with high energy eg orbital states, which are al-
lowed under the trigonal crystal field.43 Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the magnitude of the oxygen x parameter, we have to
investigate both ta / te!1 and te / ta!1 cases on equal footing.

We first consider the case of ta / te!1. In Fig. 5, we plot
the evolution of the band structure as we increase ta / te. For
ta / te#1.7, an accidental band touching occurs at the L point
in the Brillouin zone. Since the two bands touching at the L
point have opposite inversion parities as shown in Table I,
the band crossing induces the exchange of the parities be-
tween the two bands touching at the L point. However, since
we have eight different momentum points within the first
Brillouin zone, which are symmetry equivalent to the L
point, the product of the inversion parities for all occupied
bands is invariant. According to Fu and Kane,9 the product of
the inversion parities of occupied bands determines the Z2
topological invariant #, characterizing the topological prop-
erties of insulators. Therefore, the accidental band touching
does not induce the change in the topological properties of
the insulating states.

Now we consider the opposite limit of te / ta!1. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the band structure as we increase
te / ta. Notice that the band gap at the $ point reduces pro-
gressively as te / ta increases. In particular, when te / ta
= !te / ta"c=2.3, a band inversion occurs at the $ point and the
system becomes metallic. The double degeneracy at the $
point is protected by the lattice point-group symmetry.
Therefore the metallic phase is stable as long as symmetry
breaking fields reducing the lattice symmetry are not intro-
duced. It is interesting that a similar metallic state is

predicted by a recent first-principles calculation on
Y2Ir2O7.44 Although we have used a simplified tight-binding
approach, the overall band structure and degeneracies at the
$ point for the metallic phase are consistent with the predic-
tion of the local-density approximation !LDA" calculation.

The effect of the trigonal crystal fields on the electronic
structure is summarized in the phase diagram shown in Fig.
7. The strong topological insulator !STI" is stable against the
trigonal crystal-field effect for te / ta smaller than the critical
value, !te / ta"c. On the other hand, if te / ta is larger than the
critical value, a metallic phase occurs. The metallic phase is
stable as long as the point-group symmetry of the lattice is
protected.

IV. LATTICE DISTORTION AND METAL-INSULATOR
TRANSITION

In this section we study the fate of the metallic phase
predicted above against external perturbations. Some pyro-
chlore iridates A2Ir2O7 with A=Nd, Sm, and Eu, show metal-
insulator transitions as the temperature decreases.35,36 How-
ever, the nature of the insulating ground state is under
controversy. According to a recent Raman-scattering mea-
surement on these iridium compounds,38 metal-insulator
transitions accompany structural distortions for Sm2Ir2O7
and Eu2Ir2O7. In addition, a recent theoretical study on a toy

TABLE I. Inversion parities of the jeff=1 /2 bands at time-
reversal invariant momenta for %SO=4.0, ta= te=0.5. Here E1&E2
&E3&E4. At the momentum Xi!i=1,2 ,3", the upper !lower" two
bands are degenerate with opposite inversion parities satisfying ''̄
=−1 !'!'̄!=−1".

E1 E2 E3 E4

$!0,0 ,0" + + + +
L0!( ,( ,(" − − + −
L1!−( ,( ,(" + + − +
L2!( ,−( ,(" + + − +
L3!( ,( ,−(" + + − +
X1!2( ,0 ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X2!0,2( ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X3!0,0 ,2(" ' '̄ '! '̄!
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(a)(a) (c)(c)(b)(b)t / t =1.0t / t =1.0ee aa t / t =2.2t / t =2.2ee aa t / t =2.5t / t =2.5ee aa

FIG. 6. !Color online" Dispersions of jeff=1 /2 bands under
trigonal crystal field with ta" te. Here we have fixed %SO=4.0, ta
=0.5 but vary te. As te / ta increases the energy gap between the two
bands in the middle reduces. When te / ta#2.3 band inversion oc-
curs at the $ point and the system becomes metallic.
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FIG. 7. !Color online" Phase diagram as a function of the
strength of the local trigonal crystal field represented by te / ta. Note
that a metallic phase occurs when te / ta becomes larger than the
critical value of !te / ta"c!1. The red cross in the middle of two
strong topological insulators !STI" indicates the point where acci-
dental band touching occurs.
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• Quadratic band touching 

changing the relative magnitude of ta and te. In general, the
pyrochlore oxides have oxygen x parameters ranging from
0.309 to 0.355.40 Since xc=0.3125 for the perfect cubic crys-
tal field, we have to consider both trigonal compression !x
!xc" and elongation !x"xc" cases. According to the naive
crystal-field splitting picture, the on-site energies Ea and Ee
of a1g and eg! states are determined by the magnitude of oxy-
gen x parameters. However, in real materials, the relative
magnitude between Ea and Ee are strongly affected by hy-
bridization with high energy eg orbital states, which are al-
lowed under the trigonal crystal field.43 Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the magnitude of the oxygen x parameter, we have to
investigate both ta / te!1 and te / ta!1 cases on equal footing.

We first consider the case of ta / te!1. In Fig. 5, we plot
the evolution of the band structure as we increase ta / te. For
ta / te#1.7, an accidental band touching occurs at the L point
in the Brillouin zone. Since the two bands touching at the L
point have opposite inversion parities as shown in Table I,
the band crossing induces the exchange of the parities be-
tween the two bands touching at the L point. However, since
we have eight different momentum points within the first
Brillouin zone, which are symmetry equivalent to the L
point, the product of the inversion parities for all occupied
bands is invariant. According to Fu and Kane,9 the product of
the inversion parities of occupied bands determines the Z2
topological invariant #, characterizing the topological prop-
erties of insulators. Therefore, the accidental band touching
does not induce the change in the topological properties of
the insulating states.

Now we consider the opposite limit of te / ta!1. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the band structure as we increase
te / ta. Notice that the band gap at the $ point reduces pro-
gressively as te / ta increases. In particular, when te / ta
= !te / ta"c=2.3, a band inversion occurs at the $ point and the
system becomes metallic. The double degeneracy at the $
point is protected by the lattice point-group symmetry.
Therefore the metallic phase is stable as long as symmetry
breaking fields reducing the lattice symmetry are not intro-
duced. It is interesting that a similar metallic state is

predicted by a recent first-principles calculation on
Y2Ir2O7.44 Although we have used a simplified tight-binding
approach, the overall band structure and degeneracies at the
$ point for the metallic phase are consistent with the predic-
tion of the local-density approximation !LDA" calculation.

The effect of the trigonal crystal fields on the electronic
structure is summarized in the phase diagram shown in Fig.
7. The strong topological insulator !STI" is stable against the
trigonal crystal-field effect for te / ta smaller than the critical
value, !te / ta"c. On the other hand, if te / ta is larger than the
critical value, a metallic phase occurs. The metallic phase is
stable as long as the point-group symmetry of the lattice is
protected.

IV. LATTICE DISTORTION AND METAL-INSULATOR
TRANSITION

In this section we study the fate of the metallic phase
predicted above against external perturbations. Some pyro-
chlore iridates A2Ir2O7 with A=Nd, Sm, and Eu, show metal-
insulator transitions as the temperature decreases.35,36 How-
ever, the nature of the insulating ground state is under
controversy. According to a recent Raman-scattering mea-
surement on these iridium compounds,38 metal-insulator
transitions accompany structural distortions for Sm2Ir2O7
and Eu2Ir2O7. In addition, a recent theoretical study on a toy

TABLE I. Inversion parities of the jeff=1 /2 bands at time-
reversal invariant momenta for %SO=4.0, ta= te=0.5. Here E1&E2
&E3&E4. At the momentum Xi!i=1,2 ,3", the upper !lower" two
bands are degenerate with opposite inversion parities satisfying ''̄
=−1 !'!'̄!=−1".

E1 E2 E3 E4

$!0,0 ,0" + + + +
L0!( ,( ,(" − − + −
L1!−( ,( ,(" + + − +
L2!( ,−( ,(" + + − +
L3!( ,( ,−(" + + − +
X1!2( ,0 ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X2!0,2( ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X3!0,0 ,2(" ' '̄ '! '̄!

ΓΓ ΓΓXX XXΚΚLL!!ΓΓ ΓΓXX XXΚΚLL!!ΓΓ ΓΓXX XXΚΚLL!!

E(k)E(k)

(a)(a) (c)(c)(b)(b)t / t =1.0t / t =1.0ee aa t / t =2.2t / t =2.2ee aa t / t =2.5t / t =2.5ee aa

FIG. 6. !Color online" Dispersions of jeff=1 /2 bands under
trigonal crystal field with ta" te. Here we have fixed %SO=4.0, ta
=0.5 but vary te. As te / ta increases the energy gap between the two
bands in the middle reduces. When te / ta#2.3 band inversion oc-
curs at the $ point and the system becomes metallic.
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FIG. 7. !Color online" Phase diagram as a function of the
strength of the local trigonal crystal field represented by te / ta. Note
that a metallic phase occurs when te / ta becomes larger than the
critical value of !te / ta"c!1. The red cross in the middle of two
strong topological insulators !STI" indicates the point where acci-
dental band touching occurs.
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Minimal model
• Quadratic band touching + interactions

changing the relative magnitude of ta and te. In general, the
pyrochlore oxides have oxygen x parameters ranging from
0.309 to 0.355.40 Since xc=0.3125 for the perfect cubic crys-
tal field, we have to consider both trigonal compression !x
!xc" and elongation !x"xc" cases. According to the naive
crystal-field splitting picture, the on-site energies Ea and Ee
of a1g and eg! states are determined by the magnitude of oxy-
gen x parameters. However, in real materials, the relative
magnitude between Ea and Ee are strongly affected by hy-
bridization with high energy eg orbital states, which are al-
lowed under the trigonal crystal field.43 Therefore, irrespec-
tive of the magnitude of the oxygen x parameter, we have to
investigate both ta / te!1 and te / ta!1 cases on equal footing.

We first consider the case of ta / te!1. In Fig. 5, we plot
the evolution of the band structure as we increase ta / te. For
ta / te#1.7, an accidental band touching occurs at the L point
in the Brillouin zone. Since the two bands touching at the L
point have opposite inversion parities as shown in Table I,
the band crossing induces the exchange of the parities be-
tween the two bands touching at the L point. However, since
we have eight different momentum points within the first
Brillouin zone, which are symmetry equivalent to the L
point, the product of the inversion parities for all occupied
bands is invariant. According to Fu and Kane,9 the product of
the inversion parities of occupied bands determines the Z2
topological invariant #, characterizing the topological prop-
erties of insulators. Therefore, the accidental band touching
does not induce the change in the topological properties of
the insulating states.

Now we consider the opposite limit of te / ta!1. Figure 6
shows the evolution of the band structure as we increase
te / ta. Notice that the band gap at the $ point reduces pro-
gressively as te / ta increases. In particular, when te / ta
= !te / ta"c=2.3, a band inversion occurs at the $ point and the
system becomes metallic. The double degeneracy at the $
point is protected by the lattice point-group symmetry.
Therefore the metallic phase is stable as long as symmetry
breaking fields reducing the lattice symmetry are not intro-
duced. It is interesting that a similar metallic state is

predicted by a recent first-principles calculation on
Y2Ir2O7.44 Although we have used a simplified tight-binding
approach, the overall band structure and degeneracies at the
$ point for the metallic phase are consistent with the predic-
tion of the local-density approximation !LDA" calculation.

The effect of the trigonal crystal fields on the electronic
structure is summarized in the phase diagram shown in Fig.
7. The strong topological insulator !STI" is stable against the
trigonal crystal-field effect for te / ta smaller than the critical
value, !te / ta"c. On the other hand, if te / ta is larger than the
critical value, a metallic phase occurs. The metallic phase is
stable as long as the point-group symmetry of the lattice is
protected.

IV. LATTICE DISTORTION AND METAL-INSULATOR
TRANSITION

In this section we study the fate of the metallic phase
predicted above against external perturbations. Some pyro-
chlore iridates A2Ir2O7 with A=Nd, Sm, and Eu, show metal-
insulator transitions as the temperature decreases.35,36 How-
ever, the nature of the insulating ground state is under
controversy. According to a recent Raman-scattering mea-
surement on these iridium compounds,38 metal-insulator
transitions accompany structural distortions for Sm2Ir2O7
and Eu2Ir2O7. In addition, a recent theoretical study on a toy

TABLE I. Inversion parities of the jeff=1 /2 bands at time-
reversal invariant momenta for %SO=4.0, ta= te=0.5. Here E1&E2
&E3&E4. At the momentum Xi!i=1,2 ,3", the upper !lower" two
bands are degenerate with opposite inversion parities satisfying ''̄
=−1 !'!'̄!=−1".

E1 E2 E3 E4

$!0,0 ,0" + + + +
L0!( ,( ,(" − − + −
L1!−( ,( ,(" + + − +
L2!( ,−( ,(" + + − +
L3!( ,( ,−(" + + − +
X1!2( ,0 ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X2!0,2( ,0" ' '̄ '! '̄!
X3!0,0 ,2(" ' '̄ '! '̄!
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E(k)E(k)

(a)(a) (c)(c)(b)(b)t / t =1.0t / t =1.0ee aa t / t =2.2t / t =2.2ee aa t / t =2.5t / t =2.5ee aa

FIG. 6. !Color online" Dispersions of jeff=1 /2 bands under
trigonal crystal field with ta" te. Here we have fixed %SO=4.0, ta
=0.5 but vary te. As te / ta increases the energy gap between the two
bands in the middle reduces. When te / ta#2.3 band inversion oc-
curs at the $ point and the system becomes metallic.
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FIG. 7. !Color online" Phase diagram as a function of the
strength of the local trigonal crystal field represented by te / ta. Note
that a metallic phase occurs when te / ta becomes larger than the
critical value of !te / ta"c!1. The red cross in the middle of two
strong topological insulators !STI" indicates the point where acci-
dental band touching occurs.
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POSSIBLE EXISTENCE OF SUBSTANCES INTERMEDIATE BETWEEN METALS AND 

DIELECTRICS 
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Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 59, 1280-1298 (October, 1970) 

The question of the possible existence of substances having an electron spectrum without any energy 
gap and, at the same time, not possessing a Fermi surface is investigated. First of all the question 
of the possibility of contact of the conduction band and the valence band at a single point is investiga-
ted within the framework of the one-electron problem. It is shown that the symmetry conditions for 
the crystal admit of such a possibility. A complete investigation is carried out for points in recipro-
cal lattice space with a little group which is equivalent to a point group, and an example of a more 
complicated little group is considered. It is shown that in the neighborhood of the point of contact the 
spectrum may be linear as well as quadratic. 

The role of the Coulomb interaction is considered for both types of spectra. In the case of a linear 
dispersion law a slowly varying (logarithmic) factor appears in the spectrum. In the case of a quad-
ratic spectrum the effective interaction becomes strong for small momenta, and the concept of the 
one-particle spectrum turns out to be inapplicable. The behavior of the Green's functions is deter-
mined by similarity laws analogous to those obtained in field theory with strong coupling and in the 
neighborhood of a phase transition point of the second kind (scaling). Hence follow power laws for 
the electronic heat capacity and for the momentum distribution of the electrons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

0 NE of the basic assumptions of the Landau lll theory 
of a Fermi liquid is the relationship, according to which 
the limiting momentum of the excitations in an isotropic 
Fermi liquid is determined in the same way as in a gas, 
by the density of the atoms in the liquid, i.e., 
Po = (3JT1l) 113 (where n is the density of particles). Ac-
cording to the work of Luttinger and Ward, laJ with a 
certain amount of alteration this theorem is also appli-
cable to the electronic liquid in metals. Namely, it 
turns out that the total volume, bounded by all Fermi 
surfaces, determines the density of the electrons: 

n = 2(2n)-'(pV, + VF), 

where Vo denotes the volume of an elementary cell of 
the reciprocal lattice, p is an integer, and V F denotes 
the total volume inside all of the Fermi surfaces (from 
the side of smaller energies), referred to a single cell 
of the reciprocal lattice. 

It is not difficult to see that the cited relation is ex-
actly the same as for a noninteracting Fermi system in 
a periodic field. In view of the fact that Vo = (2JT) 3/v, 
where v is the volume of an elementary cell of the crys-
tal, the substance can be dielectric only when the num-
ber of electrons per elementary cell of the crystal is 
even. If in this case the substance nevertheless is a 
metal, then the number of holes must necessarily be 
equal to the number of electrons. For metals with an 
odd number of electrons per cell, on the other hand, 
such compensation cannot occur. 

In this connection the question arises whether sub-
stances can exist in nature which are neither genuine 
metals nor dielectrics in the sense that there are no 
free electrons in them, and at the same time no energy 
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gap is present. One can represent such a substance as 
the limiting case of a metal with a point Fermi surface. 
In the language of the theory of noninteracting particles 
in a periodic field, this corresponds to the case when a 
completely filled valence band touches a completely 
empty conduction band. Indications of the possible exis-
tence of such substances have recently appeared in the 
literature (gray tinl3l and mercury telluridel4l). 

In the present article the conditions under which a 
point Fermi surface may appear in a model of noninter-
acting electrons will be investigated, and the question of 
the influence of the Coulomb interaction of the electrons 
on the energy spectrum in the neighborhood of the 
Fermi point will be considered. 

In the case of interest to us, the maximum of the 
valence band must coincide with the minimum of the 
conduction band. In general an increased symmetry of 
the appropriate point of the reciprocal lattice favors de-
generacy of the energy levels, but it may also occur at 
accidental points. However, here somewhat more is re-
quired, namely, that this point simultaneously corre-
sponds to extrema of the two bands. The occurrence of 
such a situation at an accidental point is an improbable 
special case. In view of this we shall consider only 
"regular" cases, i.e., points of high symmetry. A com-
plete analysis is given in the case when the little group 
of the corresponding point is equivalent to the point 
group, and an example of a more complicated group is 
considered. It turns out that a "Fermi point" is possi-
ble in a whole series of different cases, where in the 
most typical cases the dispersion law in the vicinity of 
such a point will either be linear or quadratic. 

However, in general a model of noninteracting elec-
trons does not correspond to a real electronic liquid. 
In the case of an isotropic liquid with short-range inter-
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those
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=0.09 the T valence band clears the Ls valence band, and the
alloy is a direct-gap semiconductor at the L points. As x is
increased further, the gap increases until its maximum value
of order 30 meV at x=0.18. At that point, the valence band at
H crosses the Ls valence band. For x!0.22, the H band
crosses the La conduction band, and the alloy is again a
semimetal.

Since the inversion transition between the Ls and La bands
occurs in the semimetal phase adjacent to pure bismuth, it is
clear that the semiconducting Bi1−xSbx alloy inherits its to-
pological class from pure antimony and is thus a strong to-
pological insulator. Of course, this conclusion is predicated
on a “virtual-crystal approximation! in which the disorder
due to the random mixture is ignored, so that inversion sym-
metry is preserved in the alloy. However, since this inherent
disorder does not destroy the bulk energy gap, it is unlikely
to change the topological class, which does not require in-
version !or translation" symmetry. We thus conclude that in-
trinsic Bi1−xSbx, despite its bulk energy gap, will have con-
ducting surface states, which form a topological metal.

Semiconducting Bi1−xSbx alloys have been studied experi-
mentally because of their thermoelectric properties, which
make them desirable for applications as thermo-
couples.43,48–50 Transport studies have been carried out both
on bulk samples43 and epitaxial thin films.49 For T!50 K,
semiconducting behavior is observed, while at lower tem-
peratures, the resistivity saturates at a value in the range
5–50 "#m. This observed residual resistivity is probably
too small to be explained by surface states. It has been at-
tributed to residual charged impurities,43 which act as shal-
low donors, making the alloy slightly n type. In order to
separate the surface properties from the bulk transport, it will
be necessary either to improve the purity of the samples or
perhaps use gating in a heterostructure to push the Fermi
energy into the gap.

B. Gray tin and mercury telluride

Tin is a group-IV element, which in its $ !or gray" phase
has the inversion symmetric diamond structure. Unlike car-
bon, silicon, and germanium, though, it is a zero gap semi-
conductor, in which the ordering of the states at the
conduction- and valence-band edge is inverted #see Fig.
6!a"$.51,52 The Fermi energy lies in the middle of a fourfold

degenerate set of states with %8
+ symmetry, which can be

derived from p states with total angular momentum j=3/2.
The fourfold degeneracy at the %8

+ point is a consequence of
the cubic symmetry of the diamond lattice. Applying uniaxial
strain lifts this degeneracy into a pair of Kramers doublets
and introduces an energy gap into the spectrum.53 For pres-
sures of order 3&109 dyn/cm2, the induced energy gap is of
order 40 meV. We now argue that this insulating phase is, in
fact, a strong topological insulator.

Table V shows the symmetry labels for unstrained $-Sn
associated with the four occupied valence bands at the eight
time-reversal invariant momenta.54 Uniaxial strain lowers the
symmetry, so the cubic symmetry labels no longer apply.
However, since the strain does not violate inversion symme-
try, the parity eigenvalues are unchanged. The only effect is
to split the degeneracy of the %8

+ level into two sets of even-
parity Kramers doublets #see Fig. 6!b"$. In Table V, %8

+* re-
fers to the occupied doublet. Based on the parity eigenvalues,
we conclude that strained gray tin is a strong topological
insulator.

HgTe is a II-VI material with the zinc-blende
structure.52,55 It is a zero gap semiconductor with an elec-
tronic structure closely related to gray tin. The Fermi energy
is in the middle of the fourfold degenerate %8 states, whose
degeneracy follows from the cubic symmetry of the zinc-
blende lattice. As in gray tin, uniaxial strain lifts this degen-
eracy and opens a gap at the Fermi energy.

Though HgTe lacks inversion symmetry, we now argue
based on adiabatic continuity that the gap induced by
uniaxial strain leads to a strong topological insulator. The
electronic structure of II-VI materials can be understood by
adding an inversion symmetry-breaking perturbation to a in-
version symmetric group-IV crystal.52,56 Provided that this
perturbation does not lead to any level crossings at the Fermi
energy, we can conclude that the II-IV material is in the same

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of band energy evolution of
Bi1−xSbx as a function of x. Adapted from Ref. 43.

FIG. 6. !a" Band structure of $-Sn near the % point, which
describes zero gap semiconductor due to the inverted %8

+ and %7
−

bands. !b" In the presence of uniaxial strain, the degeneracy at % is
lifted, opening a gap in the spectrum. The parity eigenvalues remain
unchanged.

TABLE V. Symmetry labels for the four valence bands of gray
tin at eight time-reversal invariant momenta, according to Ref. 54.

1% %6
+ %7

+ %7
− %8

+* '

3X 2X5 2X5v (

4L L6
− L6

+ L6v
− L45

− '

Z2 Class !1;000"

TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS WITH INVERSION SYMMETRY PHYSICAL REVIEW B 76, 045302 !2007"

045302-13

Fu-Kane 2007
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Pressure/Strain effect on Pyrochlore
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those

How does magnetic order onset?

QCP?

Imported Author Today, 6:43 PM
 Now I want to move from the PM phase to the 
point at which magnetic order onsets

QCPs in metals are of course an old and important 
subject.  Still, this system offers new aspects.
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FIG. 3. a) The main panel shows the resistivity, and field cooled (FC) and zero field cooled (ZFC)
susceptibilities for Eu-227, while the insert the spontaneous muon oscillation frequency. Data adapted
from Refs. 80 and 81. b) Phase diagram for the pyrochlore iridates R-227 based on transport and
magnetism measurements. (This is a supplemented and modified version of the diagram found in Ref. 78.)
The R-elements that do not have a local magnetic moment are emphasized in bold magenta. The only
non-lanthanide, R = Y, is denoted by a square.

manifold. Therefore, the SOC � splits the t
2g

spinful manifold into a higher energy J
e↵

= 1/2

doublet and a lower J
e↵

= 3/2 quadruplet. In an ionic picture, since Ir4+ has 5 d-electrons, the

J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet is half-filled, and only this orbital is involved in the low energy electronic

structure. More generally, if trigonal splitting is included, the J
e↵

= 3/2 levels are split and mixed

with the J
e↵

= 1/2 ones. In the general case, there is a highest Kramers doublet, whose character

varies with the ratio of SOC to trigonal splitting, between a J
e↵

= 1/2 doublet and a S = 1/2 one.

A band structure view is complementary to the ionic picture as we now discuss. If only the

highest doublet is involved, we expect 4 two-fold degenerate bands near the Fermi energy, as

there are 4 Ir per unit cell. As discussed by Wan et al.

46 and Yang et al.,51 it is instructive to

consider their structure at the � point. Due to cubic symmetry, the 8 Bloch states at this point

decompose into 2 two-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) and 1 four-dimensional irrep.

By electron counting, these bands should be half-filled, so that if the order of these irreps, in terms

of degeneracies, is 2-2-4 or 4-2-2, a band insulating state may occur, while if the order is 2-4-2,

the 4-dimensional irrep must be half-filled and hence the system cannot be gapped at the band

structure level (see the lowest panel of Figure 5(b)). The former situation was obtained by Ref. 7

based on a phenomenological but ad-hoc Hubbard model for small U . They found a transition from

a semi-metallic ground state to a TI one with increasing the ratio of SOC to hopping. Subsequently,

by ab initio methods, Wan et al. found46 the latter, 2-4-2, ordering of irreps in Y-227. In this case,

a TI is impossible, but other topological phases can occur with increasing correlations. For those



Conclusions
• The paramagnet electronic structure of A2Ir2O7 

may realize a strongly correlated analog of HgTe

• We explored implications of this for the bulk 
phase diagram

• The analogy suggests interesting possibilities for 
strain and confinement studies in films

• Next steps: include rare earth spins, transport
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